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Reward Points (for Magento 2) 

User guide  

 

 

GENERAL SETTINGS 

Go to Stores=>Configurations=>Sales=>Reward Points 

General Options 

 

Enable at Front-End - yes/no.  

Choose ‘yes’ option to use reward points at front-end.  

 

Simple Rules 

You can apply simple rules for registration, sharing wishlist or submitting a review.  

Note: Points for submitting a review will be applied after moderator’s approval only! 

Leave field(s) empty if you don’t want to use this/these rules.  

 

 

Spending Rules:  

Go to Sales=>Reward Points=>Spending rules 
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Add new spending rule. 

 

Enable Rule - yes/no. Choose ‘yes’ to use this rule.  

Rule Name - Add name for rule to show it in transactions history.  

Customer Group - Choose group(s) for applying this rule.  
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Store View - Choose store view for applying spending rule. 

Points - Add N points (for every N points spent, discount amount - choose in the next step). 

Amount - Monetary Step - Choose how much money will be taken for x points. 

*If customer has enough points, he can spend them at the shopping cart or checkout page. E.g. for 

every 100 points spent, discount $1. 

*You can create different rules for different groups but there is no ability to create two rules for one 

group.  

 

Earning Rules:  

Go to Sales=>Reward Points=>Earning rules 

 

Add new earning rule. 

Rule Information  

Rule Name - Add name for rule to show it in transactions history.  

Description - This is internal information. Add description to describe rule information.  

Enable Rule - yes/no. Choose ‘yes’ to use this rule.  

Website - Choose website for applying earning rule. 

Customer Group - Choose group(s) for applying this rule.  

From, to - Choose date diapason for applying this rule.  
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Priority - Set up the priority level from 0 to N.  If there are many rules are enabled, the rule with the 

highest priority will be applied. (if 1,2,3 priorities are set up - 1 is the highest priority) 
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Conditions 

Create your own rules for applying reward points.  

 

You can change the way the conditions are fulfilled by clicking on ALL and TRUE . If you add a few 

conditions and you want the rule to be applied if any of them is matched instead of all, you need to 

click on ALL and set it to ANY: 

 

In the same way you can set the reward points earning rule to be applied if the specified conditions are 

false instead of true. Just click on TRUE and set it to FALSE. 
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To add an actual condition click on the plus button: 

 

A drop-down menu will appear once you do that . You can select single attribute or select the option 

which allows you to create a complex combination of conditions. 

 

After you select the condition you need to configure the condition itself: the value of the condition that 

you selected and the relation between the condition and the selected value. 
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To remove one of the conditions you need to click on red button.  

 

Actions 

 

Type - fixed or For each X spend customers receive Y Point. 

If fixed type is set up, add points value.  
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Points - In the field you can select how much points should be applied.  

If you want to use “For each X spend customers receive Y Point” type, set up X and Y values.  

 

Discard subsequent rules - by default, this is set to No. If there are more than one reward points 

rule setup, and all the conditions of more than one rule are fulfilled, then all the rules (that meet the 

requirements) will be applied. 

Change this option to Yes if you don't need other earning rules that meet the conditions (except this 

one) to be applied. 

Click on Save button. 

Reward points extension is configured.  

IMPORTANT! Reward Points apply to customer’s actions at front-end only (front orders, 

registrations at the storefront, etc. )! 

History:  

Go to Sales=>Reward Points=>History 
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All transactions are shown in history table. 

Admin has an ability to remove transaction(s) and add or remove points manually in 

Magento backend.  To remove the transaction, choose it in the first column and click on delete 

button.  Confirm the action in pop-up window.  

*This item will be removed from customer account at frontend.  

 

 

 

To Add or Remove  points manually, click on Add/Remove Points button in the top right corner.  
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Points - add points value. 

Customer - choose a customer from the list. Start typing name or email and a dropdown with 

customers will be shown.  

Action - add points or remove points. Add points action is setup as default. Change it to Remove Points 

if you need to reduce customer points balance.  

Reason - add the reason for manually balance update. It will be shown in history table (and in 

customer account at frontend).  

*All these fields are required.  

Click on Apply button in the top right corner.  

 

Customer. 

Reward points balance information is added to the customer view.  

 

Order. 

If a customer spends Reward points, it is shown at the order page.  
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FRONTEND 

Reward Points History tab is added to My Account section at frontend.  

 

Current balance and all transactions (spending and earning) are added to the table. Removed 

transactions are not shown in this table.  

Reason column shows applied rule name or reason of manually update.  

 

Shopping Cart 

Reward points block with the balance info is added to the Shopping cart.  
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You can use slider or text field to apply points as discount to the order. Click on Apply Points button.  

Once you are done, discount will be applied to the order.  

 

 

Checkout 

Reward points block is added to the checkout as well.  
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You can use slider or text field to apply points as discount to the order. Click on Apply Points button.  

Once you are done, discount will be applied to the order.  

 

If you have any questions, get in touch with us:  

https://www.brainacts.com/contacts 

support@brainacts.com  
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